Phonak Brio™ 3 R-R

Phonak is proud to introduce the new Phonak Brio 3 R-R¹

We have added a lithium-ion rechargeable solution to our already robust Brio 3 family. Brio 3 R-R offers three receiver strengths to accommodate a variety of hearing losses. Brio 3 R-R is available in all of our stylish colors to suit your members’ individual style and preferences.

Color Options

- **P1** Sand Beige
- **P3** Sandalwood
- **P4** Chestnut
- **P5** Champagne
- **P6** Silver Gray
- **P7** Graphite Gray
- **P8** Velvet Black
- **P01** Beige

Phonak Brio 3 R-R fitting ranges

**Standard xReceiver (xS)**

- **dB HL**: 125, 250, 500, 1k, 2k, 4k, 8k
- Mild to moderately-severe hearing loss

**Power xReceiver (xP)**

- **dB HL**: 125, 250, 500, 1k, 2k, 4k, 8k
- Mild to severe hearing loss

**UltraPower xReceiver (xUP)**

- **dB HL**: 125, 250, 500, 1k, 2k, 4k, 8k
- Moderate to severe hearing loss

¹ Any Belong™ supporting evidence can be applied to Brio 3 due to equivalencies in function.
Stay in charge of your hearing

Phonak rechargeable hearing aids were the first to feature a specifically designed built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery. Over 1/4 million patients trust our lithium-ion technology.

Here’s why:

- Receive a full day of hearing performance including unlimited streaming. Your member never has to worry about changing a battery.

- Our lithium-ion battery is tested to last 6 years.\(^2\) No need to purchase batteries for the life of the hearing aid.

- Titanium charging contacts will not corrode and promote super quick, secure charging.

- Completely sealed housing reduces repair rate compared to traditional battery devices.

- Lithium-ion is a safe, well-known battery technology used in many every day consumer electronics such as phones and tablets.

\(^2\) Accelerated capacity lab testing at room temperature.
How can this technology benefit your members?

Automatic

The Automatic feature provides unmatched hearing performance in everyday listening situations\(^3\), providing optimal performance in noise\(^4\) as well as accurate and precise environmental management\(^4,5,6\). We have continued to improve Automatic performance in order to meet member needs for comfort and performance in the following ways:

**HiFrequency Protect+**

HiFrequency Protect+ increases audibility for crucial high frequency sounds while aiming to deliver excellent sound quality. The improvements of HiFrequency Protect+ extend high frequency audibility to those tough to fit hearing losses: profound hearing losses, left corner audiograms, and ski slope audiograms.

**Soft speech audibility**

Brio 3 R-R strikes the perfect balance between comfort and clarity for soft speech. Gain for soft speech is automatically adjusted to decrease undesirable environmental sounds and maximize soft speech intelligibility.\(^7\)

**Increased comfort for asymmetric hearing losses**

Our gain approach for asymmetric hearing losses aims to provide more comfort, faster acceptance, and better performance with binaural fittings, particularly for less-experienced users. In a recent study, 77% of patients preferred these new settings reporting sound as relaxing, pleasant, natural, and calm.\(^8\)

---


4 Searchfield et al. (October 2015). The performance of an automatic acoustic-based program classifier compared to hearing aid users’ manual selection of listening programs. *International Journal of Audiology*.


7 University of Lübeck. Expansion off study (2016). If you are interested in more information contact claims@phonak.com.

Fitting updates

Brio 3 R-R is a quick charging, long lasting rechargeable solution for your members. Here are a few tips to help your fitting experience go smoothly:

- **Programming device:**
  - Brio 3 R-R uses a completely encased lithium-ion battery which promotes excellent durability. The design of the battery compartment means the iCube II must be used for programming Brio 3 R-R devices.

- **Sleep mode:**
  - When Brio 3 R-R devices are sent to you from Phonak they are in sleep mode as to not drain the battery unnecessarily. You will need to place the devices in a charger for 2 seconds to “wake them up.” The green light on each device will start blinking when it is out of sleep mode.
  - Remove devices from the charger and turn them on by pressing the button. Now you are ready to program your member’s devices!

- **Charging options:**
  - **Mini Charger** — Sent with every order of Brio 3 R-R. The Mini Charger is the perfect everyday charging solution. Devices will stay securely in the charger whether you are at home, at the office, or have it plugged in on-the-go.
  - **Charger Case** — This all-in-one charging solution can be purchased separately and plugs into the wall for a quick charge; it even includes space for a desiccant to help keep your member’s hearing aids dry! Members can place their hearing aids in the Charger Case and safely close the lid while they are charging to keep them protected.
  - **Power Pack** — This charging accessory can be purchased separately and clipped onto the bottom of the Charger Case. When fully charged, the Power Pack holds 7 days worth of charge for Brio 3 R-R devices. This on-the-go solution allows your members to charge even when there isn’t electricity available. Campers, travelers, hikers, or just busy individuals never have to worry about charging no matter where they are!